Optical character recognition (OCR) method has been used in converting printed text into editable text. OCR is very useful and popular method in various applications. Accuracy of OCR can be dependent on text preprocessing and segmentation algorithms. Sometimes it is difficult to retrieve text from the image because of different size, style, orientation, complex background of image etc. We begin this paper with an introduction of Optical Character Recognition (OCR) method, History of Open Source OCR tool Tesseract, architecture of it and experiment result of OCR performed by Tesseract on different kinds images are discussed. We conclude this paper by comparative study of this tool with other commercial OCR tool Transym OCR by considering vehicle number plate as input. From vehicle number plate we tried to extract vehicle number by using Tesseract and Transym and compared these tools based on various parameters.
INTRODUCTION TO OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION (OCR)
Optical character Recognition (OCR) is a conversion of scanned or printed text images [1] , handwritten text into editable text for further processing. This technology allows machine to recognize the text automatically. It is like combination of eye and mind of human body. An eye can view the text from the images but actually the brain processes as well as interprets that extracted text read by eye. In development of computerized OCR system, few problems can occur. First: there is very little visible difference between some letters and digits for computers to understand. For example it might be difficult for the computer to differentiate between digit "0" and letter "o". Second: It might be very difficult to extract text, which is embedded in very dark background or printed on other words or graphics. In 1955, the first commercial system was installed at the reader's digest, which used OCR to input sales report into a computer and then after OCR method has become very helpful in computerizing the physical office documents. There are many applications of OCR, which includes: License plate recognition [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [13] , [14] , [16] , [17] , [19] , image text extraction from natural scene images [6] , extracting text from scanned documents [12] etc. The system proposed in [12 is to rectify the text retrieved from camera captured images. An OCR system proposed by Thomas Deselaers et al. [15] is used for recognizing handwritten characters and converting these characters into digital text. A system presented by Apurva A. Desai [18] is used to recognize Guajarati handwritten numeral by using Artificial Neural Network (ANN). This system is able to achieve average 82% recognition of Gujarati digits. U. Pal et al. [20] used Support Vector Machines (SVM) method for Bangla and Devnagari text recognition. This system is able to achieve 99.18% accuracy for Devnagari and 98.86% accuracy for Bangla characters. Bilal et al. [21] suggested local binarization method for document images by using a Thresholding method and dynamic windows. This system is able to achieve F-mean values of 85.1% for handwritten text and 90.93% for printed text. A survey paper by Fink et al. [22] , describes various OCR systems based on the Markov models. Various steps regarding OCR are explained in details. In this paper details regarding markov model for handwritten character are explained. Today many types of OCR software available in the markets like: Desktop OCR, Server OCR, Web OCR etc. Accuracy rate of any OCR tool varies from 71% to 98%. Many OCR tools are available as of now but only few of them are open source and free. Tesseract is the one of the open source and free OCR software [7] . It is written in the C++, so it is platform independent. It can be used in other applications in the form of Dynamic Link Library (DLL). So it can be easily added as the reference in the form of DLL in other application to use the functionality provided by Tesseract. The following section contains history and functionality of Tesseract. 
HISTORY OF TESSERACT

ARCHITECTURE OF TESSERACT
Tesseract OCR works in step by step manner as per the block diagram shown in fig. 1 . First step is Adaptive Thresholding [9] , which converts the image into binary images. Next step is connected component analysis [7] , which is used to extract 
Working of Tesseract
An image with the text is given as input to the Tesseract engine that is command based tool. The image is shown in fig.2 [10]. Then it is processed by Tesseract command as shown in fig.3 . Tesseract command takes two arguments: First argument is image file name that contains text and second argument is output text file in which, extracted text is stored. The output file extension is given as .txt by Tesseract, so no need to specify the file extension while specifying the output file name as a second argument in Tesseract command.
As Tesseract supports various languages, the language training data file must be kept in the tessdata folder. In this research, the purpose is to extract English text from the images so we have kept only English language file in the tessdata folder. After processing is completed, the content of the output file shown in fig 4. In simple images with or without color (gray scale), Tesseract provides results with 100% accuracy. But in the case of some complex images Tesseract provides better accuracy results if the images are in the gray scale mode as compared to color images. To prove this hypothesis, OCR of same color images and gray scale images is performed and in both cases different result are achieved. The experiment result is discussed in the following section. 
OCR of color image by Tesseract
OCR of gray scale image by Tesseract
Algorithm to convert color image to gray scale image
A digital image with M width (row) and N height (column) is represented as discrete function f(x, y) as: Every pixel has its own RGB color value. If the pixel has the same RGB value then it falls into gray color family (black to white). So based on this observation the algorithm to convert color image to gray scale is developed, which is shown under:
Here r, g and b are red color, green color, blue color values of pixel (x, y) respectively. Range of r, g and b are mentioned in (2) and is the mean value of these pixels that is always less than 256. So value of  is in between 0 to 255, which is assigned to red, green and blue pixels of pixel (x, y). This process is depicted in (3), (4) and (5).
So after applying above algorithm on color image it becomes gray scale image.
Experiment results of OCR by Tesseract
We have captured 20 different kinds of number plates' images from various types of vehicles and performed OCR of these number plates to extract vehicle number. Table I shows that Tesseract provides 61% accuracy with the color images and 70% accuracy with gray scale images. So it indicates that Tesseract provides better accuracy in gray scale images as compared to color images. This experiment was carried out on computer with Intel Pentium (R) 4 2.4GHZ CPU and 1 GB RAM. The images of number plates are captured by 5-megapixel camera. We can observe that if color images are converted to gray scale and given as input to Tesseract then accuracy of text extraction is increased. In some color images where text extraction accuracy result is 100 % or near to 100 %, and if it is converted to gray scale then it produces same amount of extraction accuracy. In some color images Tesseract is not able to provide more than 40 % of accuracy; we have converted these images into gray scale images by using the algorithm discussed in the previous section and then given these images as input to Tesseract. So after doing this process there is an increase in the average accuracy to extract the characters from the vehicle number plate. This accuracy of individual image processing varies from 16% to 100%, which can be seen in Table I with the image numbers 10 to 18. Also it is observed that the processing time of extracting characters from gray scale images is decreased. It is reduced by 10% to 50%. So we can say that Tesseract works fast and provides better text extraction accuracy in processing gray scale number plate images. 
Comparison Study of Tesseract OCR with Transym
Transym OCR is one of the proprietary Optical Character Recognition tools, which also provides the good amount of accuracy, so we tried to perform OCR on the same set of images, which are discussed in section 4.4 to observe the result produced by Transym. Transym coverts the color images to gray scale images then does the OCR of these images. So we do not need to convert color image to gray scale while using Transym. The summary of OCR processing results by Transym OCR is shown in the form of Table II It cannot be used in the form of Dynamic Link Library (DLL) but Tesseract can be used in another application in the form of DLL for various uses as it is not a complete tool but it is OCR engine.
From Table III we can say that Tesseract provides better accuracy of 61% for color image and 70% for gray scale images as compared to Transym, which provides only 47% of accuracy in our set of data. Tesseract is faster than Transym because it takes average 1 second and 0.82 seconds for processing color and gray scale images respectively to process one image, while Transym takes average 6.75 seconds to process one image. Standard deviations for accuracy provided by Tesseract for color and gray scale images are 34.21 and 24.64 respectively are also less than the fig 9, to study the performance of both tools by considering parameter of accuracy. As we can see in fig 9, for some images Transym provides 0% or near to 0% accuracy i.e. it is not able to extract any character from the those images. While for none of the images Tesseract provides 0% accuracy i.e. it is able to extract at least some characters from every image. This comparison is done after color images are converted to gray scale for Tesseract.
Another Comparison based on the processing time of OCR is done in between these two tools. As we can see in graph of fig 10, for many images Tesseract takes hardly 1 second or less for OCR, while it is rare for Transym to take 1 second or less for OCR of any image. For some images it takes around 1 to 18 seconds for OCR processing. As it is visible in fig.10 for one of the images it has taken more than 50 seconds. So we can observe that Tesseract is faster than Transym in OCR processing.
CONCLUSION
Although Tesseract is command-based tool but as it is open source and it is available in the form of Dynamic Link Library, it can be easily made available in graphics mode. The results obtained in above sections are obtained by extracting vehicle number from vehicle number plate. So above results do not confirm that Tesseract is always better or faster than Transym but is it more accurate in extracting text from the vehicle number plate. The input images are specific, which are vehicle number plates, so in these specific images Tesseract provides better accuracy and in other kinds on images Transym might provide better accuracy than Tesseract. As we are interested in extracting vehicle number from vehicle number plate, we have considered both tools for serving this specific purpose. 
